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ADA   1 

Where on the Form AI do I 

input County Office 

educated ADA? 

answer 



1 

 

Tab A (District ADA) 

Lines 5a-e 

 
not on Tab B (County Office ADA) 

form 





ADA  2 

What is a Cohort 

Projection used for? 

answer 



2 

Cohort Projection is a method of  

forecasting enrollment based on the 

average change in number of  pupils as 

they advance through the grade levels. 
  

It uses historical CALPADS enrollment 

and P2 ADA to project by grade level. 



ADA  3 

What ADA is always 

funded on current year 

Annual?  

answer 



3 

o NPS  

o NPS extended year 

o Community Day School 



ADA  4 

What components of  

district ADA are funded on 

the greater of  current or 

prior year? 

answer 



4 

• District regular P-2 ADA 
(includes Home & Hospital, Special Day 

Class and Continuation Ed)  

• District Annual Extended 

Year Special Ed ADA 



ADA  5 

On which interim report 

forms must enrollment and 

ADA data tie? 

answer 



5 

Enrollment and ADA  

data must tie on: 
• Form AI  

• narrative 

• Criteria & Standards 

• LCFF calculator 

• MYP 



LCFF calculator    1 

 

What color are cells 

allowing data entry? 

answer 



1                          

 

  Orange 



LCFF calculator 2 

 

On the MYP tab, where did 

the prefilled data come 

from ?   
(ADA, unduplicated pupil %, property tax) 

answer 



2 

The calculator prefills 13-14 

and 14-15 with 

13-14 R1,14-15 P2 and 

certified CALPADS data  



LCFF calculator  3 

Sponsoring districts and 

charters must share 

information in order for 

each to complete their 

calculation. What 

information must be 

shared? 
answer 



3 

First, charters provide ADA 

projections and then the 

sponsoring district 

provides in-lieu of  property 

tax projections and 

unduplicated % 



LCFF calculator  4 

District Class Size tab: 

Must this tab always be 

completed? 

answer 



4 

Must be completed for any 

district school with TK/K-3 

average class sizes 

exceeding 24:1 ratio and 

without a collectively 

bargained alternative. 



LCFF calculator  5 

Calculator tab: 

What does the target 

calculation represent? 

answer 



5 

The Target represents what a 

district/charter would be  

funded at today if  the state  

had unlimited resources;  

the funding goal 



MYP  1 

 

What format do I use to 

prepare the MYP? 

 

answer 



1 

There are several choices:  

SACS FORM MYPI, 

customizable excel spreadsheet 

available on SCOE DP website, 

Budget Explorer or 

district/charter-designed. 



MYP   2 

 

Do I have to prepare a  

MYP for other Funds? 

 

answer 



2 

Only if a Fund projects a 

negative ending fund balance. 

   

It’s also recommended that a 

MYP is prepared for Funds that 

are responsible for continuing 

debt payments. 



MYP  3 

 

Where do I get the LCFF 

revenue for the MYP? 

answer 



3 

Use the most current version 

of the LCFF calculator.  

Update the ADA, property 

taxes and any other data that 

was entered at Budget. 



MYP  4 

 

What time frame does  

a MYP cover? 

answer 



4 

 

The current budget year plus 

2 subsequent years 



MYP  5 

 

Why do I need to do a MYP 

for interim reporting periods? 

answer 



5 

 
Assumptions are constantly 

subject to change.  Updates are 

necessary for things like ADA, 

staffing, LCFF gap %, etc..  The 

MYP needs to align with the 

assumptions. 



***  1 

 

Cash Flow exhibit:  Where 

can I find the 15-16 

beginning cash amount ?  

answer 



1 

In Escape, the beginning balance 

of object 9110 for the general 

fund can be found on various 

reports, e.g.  
Fiscal 13  Financial Statement report 

Fiscal 12 Cash flow Summary report. 



***  2 

Cash Flow exhibit:   
How do I know if my monthly totals 

for July, August, September, and 

October are correct?  

 

answer 



2 

Compare the Interim Cash 

Flow exhibit with an Escape 

Fiscal 12 Cashflow Summary 

report (after cash has closed 

for October) 



***  3 

True or False 

 
One of  the conditions of  

receiving Educator Effectiveness 

funds is for the governing board 

to adopt a spending plan. 

answer 



3 

True 

 

The plan must be explained in a public 

meeting of  the board before its adoption 

in a subsequent public meeting. 

 



***  4 

What makes my export dat 

file an ‘Official File”? 

Doesn’t it have to be 

approved by the Board to 

make it “Official”? 

answer 



4 

Your file does not have to be approved by the 

Board to make it an “Official File.”  

An Official File is a file that has passed all 

TRC checks with no errors or with only 

Warnings that have been adequately 

explained. It is simply a file type that allows 

another user to import the file and bypass 

fund balance calculations and TRC reviews. 



***  5 

I had an error in SACS that I 

fixed but it still shows up on 

the TRC like it’s still there. I 

corrected the data in Escape 

and did a new extract, so 

why am I still getting this 

same error?  
 answer 



5 

Sometimes old data hangs around 

in SACS if there is nothing to 

replace it. In cases like these, it is 

necessary to delete the data set that 

contains the error. IT can walk you 

through this step. 



C&S  1 

How do I get the data for 

the Budget columns in the 

C&S (and other forms for 

that matter) to populate? 

answer 



1 

Import the district’s 

official Adopted Budget 

DAT file 



C&S  2 

What “as of” date do I use 

when I want to input 

enrollment in C&S 2? 

answer 



2 

CBEDS enrollment – enrollment as 

of information day (October 7 for this 

fiscal year and always the first 

Wednesday in October). In the C&S, 

enrollment should always be 

CBEDS enrollment – not enrollment 

at the end of the year, enrollment on 

the last day of the P‐2 period, or any 

other date. 



C&S  3 

 

What fund (besides the 

General Fund) is included 

in the calculation of  the 

district’s available reserve 

amount? 

answer 



3 

Fund 17 (Special Reserve) 

should be included in the 

district’s available reserve 

calculation in C&S 10C for all 

years. Subsequent years 

should be manually entered if  

not extracted from the     

Form MYP. 



C&S   4 

 

Where do I find the 

information to fill out C&S S6, 

Long‐Term Commitments?  

 

form 



answer 



4 

 

The district’s audit report,  

Notes to the Financial Statements 

(usually around Note 8), 

Long‐Term Obligations (Debt or 

Liabilities). 



C&S   5 

 

Where do I find the 

information to fill out        

C&S S7, OPEB liabilities? 

form 



answer 



5 

 

 The information to fill out 

C&S S7 OPEB liabilities, is 

located just past the 

Long‐Term Obligations 

section in the audit report. 

 


